
























































Rolls-Rovce Silver Shadow B Bentley T Series Workshop Mama/ 

Chapter T 
Centre clutch Governor and parking brake bracket 

When air is  applied to the centre clutch apply hole 
the clutch should b: felt and heard to operate. 
Excessive air leakage will indicate faulty oil seals. 

A slipping centre clutch will render the sprag 
inoperable, allowing the rear drum to rotate. This can 
cause such symptoms as slip during up-shifts o r  if ' 
the leak is excessive, loss of forward drive. 

Rear epicyclic unit 

The rear unit and its clutch can be checked in the 
same manner as the front clutch by applying air 
pressure to the rear clutch appIy Fassage. A slipping 
rear clutch will result in slipping on the 2-3 up-change 
and, if both front and rear clutches are slipping as a 
rcsult of leakage from I he oil delivery sIeeve, there may 
be no up-change abovc first gear. 

Reverse epicyclic unit 

The reverse unit clutch test is the same as for the 
other clutches, the pressure being appIicd through the 
reverFe clutch apply passage after the removal of the 
reverse clutch oil pipe. Excessive leakage from around 
the clutch piston indicates faulty piston seals; this may 
cause slipping or 'loss of drive' in  Reverse. This can 
be rectified only by removing and dismantling the gear- 
box to overhaul the reverse clutch. 

A tendency for the revelse clutch to stick in engage- 
ment after moving the selector lever from Reverse will 
prevent forward drive as the transmission will lock. 
It may be possible to rectify such a fault, before 
detailed investigation, by operating the transmission 
and by b u r n i s h ~ n g  the clutch surfaces as described in 
the following paragraphs. 

Free the reverse clutch by sejecting Reverse and 
increasing engine speed then select Range 4. When 
the change occurs r~duce engine speed to idling. 
Repeat this operation untd the transmission is free. 

If. after five attempts, the transmission is still 11ct 
free, do not continue the procedure as a more detailed 
investigation will bc nccGssary to cure the fault. 

If the transmission can be freed by the foregoing 
method the clutch should be burnished by drivifig the 
car forward at 1 m.p,h. to 2 m.p.h. (1,61 k.p.h. to 
3,22 k.p.h.) selecting Reverse then, when the change 
is nearly complete, again seIect forward drive. 

Repeat rhjs prmedure five or six times then select 

checked togther for excessive leakage after removing 
the governor feed pipe and then fitting it so that the 
servo end of the pipe is swung clear of the gearbox. 
Air pressure can then be applied to the open end of the 
pipe. 

With the governor weights pressed tnward manually 
to close the ports there will be some leakage past the 
piston sings where the ring ends interlock; air will 
escape from the governor sleeve, rhe C I passage, G2 
passage and the valves but this should not be excessive. 
There may be slight leakage from the park~ng and 
reverse bIocker pistons. 

There shouid be little or no leakage from the 
bracket-to-casing face joint. Excessive leakage would 
prevent any up-change. 

If the reverse blocker piston sticks in, due to m- 
sufficient governor pressure or for any other rcason. 
reverse engagement abovc the rnaxirnun~ speed of 
10 m.p.h. (16 k.p.h.) wilt be possible. 

If  the reverse blocker piston sticks out due to 
leakage of main pressure oil into the governor passage 
(broken piston ring), it will prevent the seleaion of 
Reverse below 10 m.p.h. (16 k.p.h.). 

If the parking blocker piston sticks out  it will 
prevent the engagement of the parking pawl when 
Reverse is selected for parking purposes. 

Cjashing when Reverse is engaged may be caused 
by incorrect operation of  the parking pawl. 

The governor valves should not have a tendency to 
stick and if they are moved outward during the air 
pressure check, there should be an increase in the air 
flow from the GL and G2 passages and governor 
valve exhaust ports. Sticking valves or excessive 
leakage in the governor will cause defective operation 
such as high or low up-changes, slipping in Range 4 
and Range 3 or slipping with Failure to drive in 
Reverse. 

Other passages which may be checked during this 
diagnosis procedure are the pump main feed passages, 
the exhaust ports For the control valve unit and the 
passage to the pressure gauge blank. 

Air pressure applied to the main line passage will 
result in 3 large escape of air from betwzen the  front 
drum and the front pump; this is normal and comes 
from the rear side of the front pump. 

Range 4 and drive the car at approximately 20 m.p.h. The exhaust ports for the control valve unit shouLd 
(32 k.p.h.) for a few minutes to cool the gearbox. allow unrestricted flow into the inside of the main 
Repeat this cycle five or six times then road test the car. casing. 
































